
 
 

 

To: COUNCIL Meeting Date: 05/15/2018 

Subject: Cambridge West Results of 
Negotiations  

Report No: 18-084(CD) 

From: Elaine Brunn Shaw, City 
Planner RPP, MCIP 

File Nos:  

R07/14; R11/16; R21/16 

Draft Plans of Subdivision 
30T-16103; 30T-16104; 30T-
16105 

 
RECOMMENDATION(S) 
THAT Report 18-084(CD) be received; 

AND THAT Cambridge Council directs City staff to advise the Local Planning Appeal 
Tribunal of its support for the proposed negotiated items outlined in Report 18-084 
(CD) 

 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  
Purpose 

• The purpose of this report is to inform Council about the results of recent 
without prejudice negotiations with the Cambridge West developers (including 
the Grand Ridge developer for lands south of the proposed realigned Blenheim 
Road which is not currently part of a plan of subdivision proposal). 

• As a result of report 18-008 (CD) in February 2018 wherein Cambridge Council 
directed staff to continue working with the developers on the offers provided by 
the developers and outstanding items, negotiations have been occurring since 
that time.   

• In advance of the Local Planning Appeal Tribunal Hearing which is scheduled 
to start on June 18, 2018 Cambridge Council has the opportunity to take a 
position on these negotiated items. 

• This report is being considered in open session in order to also advise the 
public of the results of negotiations and proposed changes to the draft plans of 



 
 

 

subdivision. 
• Work is still underway to finalize the City’s conditions of draft approval, 

changes to the text and maps in the Secondary Plan, Official Plan and Zoning 
Amendments pending the outcome of consideration of this report. 

• The Waterloo Region District School Board is a party to the upcoming Tribunal 
hearing in June. At the time of writing this report discussions were still 
underway between the School Board, developers and City regarding the length 
of time the Hallman Construction Ltd developer should hold the school block in 
reserve before potential acquisition of the site by the School Board, and zoning 
for the school block.  

Key Findings 

The following is a summary of items that have been negotiated on a without prejudice 
basis at this point between the developers and City staff. 

All of these items are offered by the developers as a complete package for 
Committee’s and Council’s consideration. 

1. Parks within the Domm Farms Ltd and Hallman Construction Ltd subdivisions 
totalling approximately 4.657 ha (11.5 ac) are proposed to be dedicated to the 
City. This is larger than the earlier 2.55 ha (6.3 ac) park dedication referred to 
in Report 18-008 (CD) dated February 12, 2018. 

2. The trails in the draft plans are proposed to be designed and built by the 
developers to City standards in exchange for equivalent development charge 
credits. 

3. The developers for the Huron Creek, Brian Domm Farms and Hallman 
Construction Ltd developments are proposing to contribute to affordable 
housing initiatives in the City through payment of $200/unit to a maximum of 
$305,400 for these three developments. Discussions are still ongoing with the 
developer of the Grand Ridge lands (south of proposed realigned Blenheim 
Road) about a financial contribution for affordable housing for those lands. 

4. The unit cap of 1569 for the entire Secondary Plan land (including the Grand 
Ridge lands south of proposed realigned Blenheim Road which is not currently 
part of a development planning application) is proposed to be increased to by 
108 units to a maximum of 1,677 units (not including secondary apartments in 
houses) for reasons explained in the body of this report. 

5. The Open Space lands, to the east of the secondary plan, outside the 
subdivision boundaries are proposed to be transferred to the City at no 
additional cost to the City.  



 
 

 

6. The developers are requesting that the City include costs related to 
constructing the winter by-pass for discharging chlorides as development 
charge compensation to the Grand Ridge and Hallman Construction Ltd 
developers. At this point City staff has only committed to review those costs as 
part of preparation of the background study this year leading to the City’s 
development charge update in 2019. 

7. The developers are proposing to contribute $100,000 toward the construction 
of an entrance feature along realigned Blenheim Road. 

8. The developers are proposing to contribute $70,000 toward Newman Drive 
sidewalk infilling. The sidewalk work will be undertaken by the City. If, as a 
result of neighbourhood consultation, it is determined that sidewalk infilling on 
Newman Drive is not desired, the funds will be returned to the developers, 
interest free. 

9. A lookout is proposed adjacent to environmental lands on the west side of the 
Grand Ridge Lands, south of the proposed realigned Blenheim Road. The size 
and actual location of the lookout will be determined through the review of 
future planning applications on the Grand Ridge lands. 

10.  The urban design guidelines for the entrance features, multi-residential blocks, 
priority lots and terminating views will be finalized by the end of 2018. Public 
consultation about the draft urban design guidelines will start after the Local 
Planning Appeal Tribunal hearing in June 2018. 

11. Continuous access to the Region’s chlorination and metering station and the 
proposed stormwater management facility south of the proposed realigned 
Blenheim Road is required.  The developers are required to make suitable 
arrangements with the City to provide paved laneway access to these facilities 
as a condition of draft approval. 

12.  The developers have offered cover the capital cost of signalized road 
improvement at Blair Road and George Street North while the Region 
continues to study this intersection. This offer is based upon the understanding 
that if the Region’s analysis indicates intersection improvements are 
warranted, a cost refund is provided to the developers. At the time of writing 
this report, this offer is still being considered by the Region. 

Financial Implications  

In addition to the various contributions noted above, the Cambridge West 
developers are proposing financial contributions of $200 for each unit to be 
used towards the provision of affordable housing within the City of Cambridge. 
The monies would be collected prior to the issuance of building permits.  Those 



 
 

 

monies will be held in a City reserve until an appropriate approach is 
developed for the use of those funds for capital related costs for affordable 
housing somewhere in the City. 

If these applications are eventually approved by the Local Planning Appeal 
Tribunal, the developers’ obligations for addressing all of the conditions of draft 
approval of the City of Cambridge and Region of Waterloo will be dealt with 
through subdivision agreements registered on title. The City will also require 
the developers to provide financial securities prior to registration of each stage 
of the plans of subdivision. 

 
BACKGROUND  
 

On February 20, 2018 Council approved the following recommendations: 

THAT Cambridge Council directs staff to advise the Ontario Municipal Board of 
its support for the proposed Secondary Plan and related Official Plan map and 
policy amendments, Draft Plans of Subdivision and Zoning By-law 
Amendments to rezone the lands from (H)R4 to R5, R6, RM3, RM4, C2, CS5, 
N1/R6/RM4, OS1 and OS4, with site specific amendments  for the Cambridge 
West Lands as detailed in report No. 18-008(CD); 

AND THAT Cambridge Council directs staff to advise the Ontario Municipal 
Board that the City of Cambridge recommends draft plan approval for the 
plans of subdivision 30T-16103; 30T-16104 and 30T-16105, subject to the 
conditions as set out in Attachments No. 20,-22; 

 
AND THAT the entire development of the Cambridge West lands including lands 
south of the realigned Blenheim Road be planned for a maximum of 1,569 
dwelling units as detailed in the covering report. 
 
AND THAT the City continue to work with the developers on the offers provided 
by the developers in Attachment No. 24 
 
AND THAT Cambridge Council directs staff to request that the  Board withhold 
its order on the  approvals until the City forwards to the Board the final 
conditions of draft approval, the draft plans and changes necessary to the text or 
maps in the Secondary Plan, Official Plan Amendment and Zoning By-law 
Amendments necessitated by the additional or revised conditions; 
 
AND THAT Cambridge Council is satisfied that a subsequent public meeting in 
accordance with subsection 34(17) of the Planning Act is not required; 
 



 
 

 

AND THAT Cambridge Council directs City Staff to attend the Ontario Municipal 
Board Hearing in support of the position set out in this Report; 
 
AND THAT Cambridge Council directs City Staff to initiate a speeding/traffic 
calming study for the existing sections of Blenheim Rd, Newman Dr. and 
Bismark Dr. in spring and fall of 2018; 
 
AND THAT Cambridge Council directs City staff to initiate the consultation 
process for sidewalk infilling on Newman Dr. in 2019; 
 
AND THAT the Urban Design Brief for subdivisions 30T-16103 (Brian Domm 
Farms Ltd) and 30T-16104 (Hallman Construction Ltd) be revised into Urban 
Design Guidelines for the multi-use blocks and high density residential 
developments and priority lots; 
 
AND THAT the Urban Design Guidelines referenced above will be prepared in 
consultation with the public through City-led working groups; 
 
AND THAT the design of the gateway/entrance features along realigned 
Blenheim Road be prepared in consultation with the public through a City-led 
working group prior to the registration of the first phase of the development; 
 
AND THAT the design of the parks within the subdivision be completed by the 
City in consultation with the public prior to the registration of the phase 
containing the park;  
 
AND THAT the City of Cambridge formally requests that the Region of Waterloo 
implement some form of intersection improvements for Blair Road/George 
Street North based upon the results of the Transportation Impact Study for 
Cambridge West;  
 
AND THAT the City of Cambridge formally requests that the Region of Waterloo 
implement the turn lane improvements on Parkhill Road based upon the 
recommendations of the final Transportation Impact Study for Cambridge West. 

 

The purpose of this report is to inform Committee, Council and the public about the 
results of recent without prejudice negotiations with the Cambridge West developers 
(including the Grand Ridge developer for lands south of the proposed realigned 
Blenheim Road which is not currently part of a plan of subdivision proposal. 

Negotiations that have taken place between the developers and City staff since 
February 2018 have occurred on a private and confidential, without prejudice basis. 
Therefore, these negotiations have not been undertaken with public input.   



 
 

 

In advance of the Local Planning Appeal Tribunal Hearing which is scheduled to start on 
June 18, 2018 Cambridge Council has the opportunity to take a position on these 
negotiated items. 

ANALYSIS  

Strategic Alignment: 
PEOPLE To actively engage, inform and create opportunities for people to participate in 
community building – making Cambridge a better place to live, work, play and learn for 
all. 

Goal #1 - Community Wellbeing 

Objective 1.4 Promote, facilitate and participate in the development of affordable, 
welcoming and vibrant neighbourhoods. 

Development of the Cambridge West lands will implement the land use policy intent for 
this area of the City for a residential community.   

Comments 
 
Based upon Council’s direction to continue to work with the developers on the offers 
provided by the developers in February 2018, for reasons outlined below, the 
developers have proposed the following revisions to their plans with a maximum unit 
cap of 1,677 units (not including secondary apartments in houses) for the entire 
Secondary Plan area, allocated as follows: 
 

Huron Creek – 120 units 

Domm Farms – 418 units 

Hallman Construction – 989 units 

Grand Ridge, south of proposed realigned Blenheim Road – remaining 150 units 
through future planning applications 

The revised draft plans and overall consolidated plan are included as Attachments 1 to 
4. 

A maximum unit cap of 1,677 units is proposed to be included in the Secondary Plan. 
These maximum caps for each development are proposed to be included as conditions 
of draft approval and the related zoning by-law amendments. If these developments are 
approved by the Local Planning Appeal Tribunal, and if one or more of the developers 
wants to propose increases to these unit caps in future, an update to the Transportation 
Impact Study will be required and related amendment to the zoning by-law for the 
applicable development(s).  The required amendment to the zoning by-law will require a 
planning application which includes the requirement for public consultation.  



 
 

 

The summaries of the development proposals below include unit ranges above and 
below the allocations above. This is due to the Hallman Construction and Domm Farms 
developers proposing many lotless blocks with minimum and maximum number of units 
proposed per block. This is intended to provide flexibility to develop on a block-by-block 
basis depending upon market demand. The maximum unit allocations per draft plan will 
still permit the developers to meet the Region’s and City’s overall density target of at 
least 55 persons and jobs per hectare through the Secondary Plan area as a whole. 

Also the increase in maximum unit cap still within the range of development assessed 
as part of the Transportation Impact Study and related peer review completed by the 
City.  

Reference to secondary apartments in houses above is based upon the Province’s 
requirement for municipalities to provide more affordable housing opportunities, some in 
the form of apartments within existing and planned housing. The zoning amendments 
included in the Report 18-008 (CD) include opportunities for secondary apartments to 
be included in homes provided that requirements such as the following can be met: 

• The secondary unit does not exceed 40% of the floor area of the principal unit 
• The ability to provide one additional parking space on the property in accordance 

with the City’s parking requirements 
• A separate entrance and exit for the secondary unit can be provided 

Based upon these examples, it is anticipated that a limited number of units in 
Cambridge West will be eligible to have secondary apartments included. Also, the 
apartments will need to be constructed to Building Code standards which can be a 
considerable cost to homeowners.  

Huron Creek Holdings Corp – Draft Plan 30T-16105 

Dwelling Type/Use: Unit 
Range/Size: 
Feb 2018 

Unit Range/Size: 
Revisions March 
2018 

Single Detached Residential 93 units 65 units 

Multiple Residential  – Townhouses 0 units 55 units 

Total Residential and Maximum Allocation 93 units 120 units 

Stormwater Block 1 block 1 block 



 
 

 

Huron Creek Holdings Corp – Draft Plan 30T-16105 

Walkways 1 block 1 block 

 
Proposed changes to the Huron Creek draft plan are as a result of City staffs’ and 
Council’s direction to address affordable housing. The developers are proposing to 
replace 28 single detached houses with 55 townhouses on the north and south sides 
of proposed Wilkinson Avenue as more affordable forms of housing. This is an overall 
increase of 27 units in this draft plan. This proposed change in form of housing still 
includes the proposed contribution of $200 per unit toward a City held reserve for 
affordable housing. 
The proposed revisions to locate townhouse development at the south end of this draft 
plan of subdivision is to keep single detached residential homes adjacent to match the 
existing residential character on Newman Drive and Westcliffe Way.  

Brian Dom Farms Ltd. - Draft Plan 30T-16103 

Dwelling Type/Use Unit 
Range/Size: 
Feb 2018 

Unit Range/Size: 
Revisions April  
2018 

Single Detached Residential 198-273 units 166-238 units 

Multiple Residential – Townhouses, Semi-
detached dwellings; apartment dwellings; and 
other multiple format dwellings (e.g. cluster 
homes such as “back to back” townhouses” 

235-294 units 134 – 285 units 

Total Residential  433-567 units 300-523 units 

Maximum Allocation  418 units 

School/Residential Block  4 units 3-4 units 

Future Development Block 2-3 units 2-3 units 

Parkette 1 0.059 
ha/.0145 ac 

block 

Park – 2.299 ha 

Parkette – 0.059 
ha 



 
 

 

Brian Dom Farms Ltd. - Draft Plan 30T-16103 

Walkways 3 blocks 3 blocks 

 

Hallman Construction Limited Draft Plan 30T-16104 

Dwelling Type/Use: Unit 
Range/Size: 
Feb 2018 

Unit Range/Size: 
Revisions April 
2018 

Single Detached Residential 189-260 units 184-316 units 

Multiple Residential/Mixed Use 

 – Townhouses, Semi-detached dwellings; 
apartment dwellings; and other multiple format 
dwellings (e.g. cluster homes such as “back to 
back” townhouses” 

637-833 units 366 – 907 units 

Total Residential 826 - 1,093 
units 

550 -1,223 units 

Maximum Allocation  989 units 

School/Residential Block  48-63 units 85-113 units 

Future Development Block 3-4 units 3-4 units 

Walkways 5 blocks 5 blocks 



 
 

 

The Hallman Construction and Domm Farms draft plans have been modified to 
accommodate the City’s requirements for a larger park area which totals 4.657 ha (11.5 
ac). The City will also be collecting some cash-in-lieu of parkland. The park on the 
Hallman Creek lands has been expanded easterly (Block 22, Stage 1). A new park 
block has been included immediately north of the proposed school block in the Domm 
Farms draft plan (Block 19, Stage 1). This park will connected to the school block via an 
elevated walkway crossing the environmental passage to allow movement of small 
animals. 

This larger park dedication will permit more programmable space for activities and 
development of the parks in conjunction with the Waterloo Region District School Board 
as a community hub/campus which is supported by the Provincial Policy Statement 
2014. 

Work is still underway to finalize the City’s conditions of draft approval, changes to the 
text and maps in the Secondary Plan, Official Plan and Zoning Amendments pending 
the outcome of consideration of this report. Therefore these items are not attached to 
this report. 

Summary of Negotiated Items 
Negotiations that have taken place between the developers and City staff since 
February 2018 have occurred on a private and confidential, without prejudice basis. 
Therefore, these negotiations have not been undertaken with public input.  Now that 
these matters are ready to be shared with the public, the revised plans and supporting 
studies have been posted on the City’s website.  

All of these items are offered by the developers as a complete package for Committee’s 
and Council’s consideration. 

The following is a summary of the negotiated items: 

1. Parks are proposed within the Domm Farms Ltd and Hallman Construction Ltd 
subdivisions totalling approximately 4.657 ha (11.5 ac) are proposed to be 
dedicated to the City based upon the City’s total parkland dedication 
requirements of 4.69 ha (11.58 ac)  This is larger than the earlier 2.55 ha ( 6.3 
ac) park proposed. 

2. The trails in the draft plans are proposed to be designed and built by the 
developers to City standards in exchange for equivalent development charge 
credits.  Accessibility requirements in accordance with the Accessibility for 
Ontarians with Disabilities Act will need to be addressed as part of the design of 
the trails. 

3. The developers for the Huron Creek, Brian Domm Farms and Hallman 
Construction Ltd developments are proposing to contribute to affordable housing 



 
 

 

initiatives in the City through payment of $200/unit to a maximum of $305,400.  
These funds are proposed to be held in a City reserve to be used toward capital 
costs (acquiring or providing land) for affordable housing somewhere in the City. 
The funds are not to be used for studies or operating/ administrative costs for 
affordable housing developments.  This suggested contribution is considered 
reasonable. 

The developers are proposing to include some housing types that are more 
affordable for some purchasers in their draft plans such as apartments and 
townhouses but are intending to offer them at market rates.  

Discussions are still ongoing with the developer of the Grand Ridge lands (south 
of proposed realigned Blenheim Road) about a financial contribution for 
affordable housing for those lands. 

4. The unit cap of 1569 units that Council supported in February 2018 is proposed 
to increase by 108 units to a maximum of 1,677 units (not including secondary 
apartment units) for the entire Secondary Plan area as explained above.  

5. The Open Space lands outside the subdivision boundaries (to the east of the 
secondary plan) are proposed to be transferred to the City at no additional cost. 
These lands are intended to be used for conservation purposes. 

6. The developers are requesting that the City include costs related to constructing 
the winter by-pass for discharging chlorides as development charge 
compensation to the Grand Ridge and Hallman Construction Ltd developers. At 
this point City staff has only committed to review those costs as part of 
preparation of the background study this year leading to the City’s development 
charge update in 2019. 

7. The developers are proposing to contribute $100,000 toward the construction of 
entrance features (roundabout and slope) along realigned Blenheim Road. The 
final design of the entrance features will be determined through the finalization of 
the Urban Design Guidelines. The final cost of construction of these features will 
be dependent upon the final design selected. This suggested contribution from 
the developers is reasonable.  

8. The developers are proposing to contribute $70,000 toward Newman Drive 
sidewalk infilling. The work will be undertaken by the City. If as a result of 
neighbourhood consultation it is determined that sidewalk infilling on Newman 
Drive is not desired, the funds will be returned to the developers, interest free. 
This suggested contribution from the developers is reasonable.  

9. A lookout is proposed adjacent to environmental lands on the west side of the 
Grand Ridge Lands, south of propose realigned Blenheim Road. At this time a 



 
 

 

formal planning application has not been submitted for the Grand Ridge lands so 
the final size and location of the lookout has not been determined. The 
Cambridge West secondary plan will include a symbol south of the realigned 
Blenheim Road to indicate the approximate location of the future lookout. The 
secondary plan policies will indicate that the actual size and location of the 
publicly accessible lookout will be determined through the planning application 
review process.   

10.  The urban design guidelines for the entrance features, multi-residential blocks 
and priority lots/blocks (corner lots, terminating view lots and lots abutting 
walkways) are proposed by the City to be finalized by the end of 2018. As noted 
in the February 12, 2018 City staff report 18-008 (CD), the design guidelines will 
be prepared in consultation with the public through a City-led working group. The 
developers want assurance that finalization of the urban design guidelines will 
not delay registration of Stage 1 of their developments. Public consultation about 
the draft urban design guidelines will start after the Local Planning Appeal 
Tribunal hearing in June 2018. The City intends to finalize the guidelines by the 
end of 2018 

11. Continuous access to the Region’s chlorination and metering station and the 
proposed stormwater management facility south of the proposed realigned 
Blenheim Road is required.  The developers are required to make suitable 
arrangements with the City to provide paved laneway access to these facilities as 
a condition of draft approval. 

12.  The developers have offered cover the capital cost of signalized road 
improvement at Blair Road and George Street North while the Region continues 
to study this intersection. This offer is based upon the understanding that if the 
Region’s analysis indicates intersection improvements are warranted, a cost 
refund is provided to the developers. At the time of writing this report, this offer is 
still being considered by the Region. 

Environmental matters 
Since February 2018, the West Galt Neighbourhood Protection Association (NPA) has 
outlined a number of concerns about works undertaken on the Huron Creek draft plans 
to prepare the lands for farming. Those comments are included as Attachment 5.  The 
developers’ solicitor’s response to those concerns is included as Attachment 6. In 
addition Natural Resources Solutions Inc. (NRSI) has provided a technical response to 
the NPA. That information is posted on the City’s website.  

Alteration to Snake Habitat 

The NPA is concerned about removal of snake habitat as part of farming practices 
resuming on the northern part of the property. The developers’ solicitor has advised that 



 
 

 

when Huron Creek purchased the land in 2016, trees and some other vegetation were 
removed and some grading work was done by a farmer without knowledge of the 
completed environmental impact study to bring the lands back into agricultural 
production. As a result NRSI responded to the matter and rare Charitable Research 
Reserve has provided written confirmation that their lands can be used for the 
replacement of snake habitat in Attachment 7. 

Removal of Cavity Trees 

The NPA is concerned that three of five trees that provide habitat for bats were removed 
in readying the land for farm production.  The Ministry of Natural Resources and 
Forestry were consulted and advised that the tree removal would not damage the 
habitat of at risk bats provided trees were removed between October 1st and April 29th 

which has been complied with. 

Removal of Significant Tree Species 

According to the environmental impact study (EIS), some regionally significant trees will 
need to be removed as part of the development if it gets approved. The EIS 
recommends a replanting plan of native plantings and replacement significant tree 
species and use of locally sourced seeds.  rare has provided written confirmation in 
Attachment 7 to host some of the Butternut compensation plantings on their land. The 
replanting plan will occur on both the Huron Creek and rare lands. 

Work within the Buffer of the Core Environmental Feature 

The NPA has indicated that digging, excavation and operation of heavy equipment have 
occurred within the buffer of the Hogsback Core Environmental woodland.  The solicitor 
for Huron Creek has advised that no construction has occurred in this area, apart from 
the farmer clearing some of the area for farming.  NRSI advised in their April 24, 2018 
letter that during a site visit they did not see any evidence of tree damage on the edge 
of the woodland. A hedgerow of five trees had been removed. 

As a result of the concerns above, rare and the Huron Creek developer will collaborate 
on a public education and outreach program to neighbours in proximity to the Blair-
Bechtel-Cruickston environmentally sensitive area. Huron Creek has also agreed to 
fund the construction of a pedestrian trail and educational signage on rare’s land. 

City staff will be including additional conditions of draft approval in the package to be 
presented to the Local Planning Appeal Tribunal at the June 2018 hearing to respond to 
the matters above. 

Existing Policy/By-Law: 
 



 
 

 

The Cambridge West lands are currently designated as “Low/Medium Density 
Residential” and “Natural Open Space System” on Map 2 – General Land Use Plan of 
the City of Cambridge 2012 Official Plan.  This land use designation is intended for 
residential development and protected open space lands for environmental and low 
impact community uses in limited locations.  Land within the “Low/Medium Density 
Residential” designation permits residential development up to 40 units per hectare. 

The lands are currently zoned Holding – Residential 3 –R3 and Open Space – OS1.  
The “H” Holding provision is in place in order to prevent development until municipal 
water, sanitary and stormwater servicing is in place.  Servicing would be extended to 
the area as part of the development of the plans of subdivision. 

The lands are proposed to be zoned R5, R6, RM3, RM4, C2, CS5, N1, OS1 and OS4, 
with site specific amendments for reduced lot area, frontage, setbacks, increased lot 
coverage and other standards.  The developers are proposing some revisions to the 
zoning by-law amendments to accommodate the proposed revisions. The zoning by-law 
amendments will include the maximum unit caps as outlined above. 

Financial Impact: 
The costs related to the Planning applications are borne by the applicants. 

Public Input: 
The negotiations that have taken place between the developers and City staff since 
February 2018 have occurred on a private and confidential, without prejudice basis. 
Therefore, these negotiations have not been undertaken with public input. Notification 
about this report being included on the May 15, 2018 Council agenda has been 
provided to all persons on the mailing list for these applications. 

Internal/External Consultation: 
Staff in: Planning Services; Legal Services; Parks, Recreation and Culture; Fire; 
Development Engineering; Transportation Engineering; Finance, Region of Waterloo; 
and  Waterloo Region District School Board have all been involved in discussion and 
consideration of the matters outlined in this report. As part of its upper tier 
responsibilities, the Region of Waterloo has consulted with external agencies, including 
the Grand River Conservation Authority about the proposed changes to the plans of 
subdivision.  

At the time of writing this report discussions were still underway between the School 
Board, developers and City regarding the length of time the Hallman Construction Ltd 
developer should hold the school block in reserve before potential acquisition of the site 
by the School Board, and zoning for the school block. 

CONCLUSION 



 
 

 

In advance of the Local Planning Appeal Tribunal Hearing which is scheduled to start on 
June 18, 2018 Cambridge Council has the opportunity to take a position on the 
negotiated items outlined in this report. As noted the items are part of a complete 
package offered by the developers.  

This report is being considered in open session in order to also advise the public of the 
results of negotiations and proposed changes to the draft plans of subdivision. 

Work is still underway to finalize the City’s conditions of draft approval, changes to the 
text and maps in the Secondary Plan, Official Plan and Zoning Amendments pending 
the outcome of consideration of this report. 

These proposed changes to the draft plans of subdivision and required related changes 
to the Secondary Plan, Official Plan and Zoning amendments and conditions of draft 
approval still implement the general intent of Cambridge Council’s support of the 
planning applications, and still conforms with the Provincial Growth Plan, Provincial 
Policy Statement, Regional and City Official Plans and are considered to be good 
planning. 
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Attachment 2 - Revised Brian Domm Farms Draft Plan – April 2018 

 



 
 

 

Attachment 3 - Revised Hallman Construction Draft Plan – April 2018 

 

 

  



 
 

 

Attachment 4 - Revised Consolidated Draft Plans – April 2018 

 



 
 

 

Attachment 5 - Input from the Cambridge West Neighbourhood Protection 
Regarding Environmental Concerns, February 2018 

February 26, 2018 

To:  Director of Planning Elaine Brunn Shaw and Councillor Pam Wolf 

Re: NRSI_1824 Response to NPA Comments_2018_02_09  

We have reviewed NRSI’s Feb 9th response to our February 2nd letter and have serious 
concerns about the apparent lack of environmental stewardship demonstrated on the 
subject property and adjacent lands which has negatively impacted designated Species 
at Risk, Species of Conservation Concern (SCC) and Significant Wildlife Habitat (SWH).  

Detail regarding these concerns is provided in the attached documentation.    

We continue to recommend that remediation efforts be initiated as soon as possible to 
mitigate the negative impacts listed above, but also that the Storm Water Management 
facility be maintained in its current location and not be moved. This would: 

• Maximize the buffer zone around the Environmentally Sensitive Landscape 
adjacent to the subject property. 

• Maintain the most diverse habitat remaining on the subject lands and its critical 
function within the overall Blair-Bechtel-Cruickston ESL as a wildlife corridor.   

• Avoid cutting down the Endangered Butternut trees, the bat SAR cavity tree and 
the regionally significant Cottonwood found on the north end of the property. 

Considering the concern over environmental stewardship now and in the future, we’re 
also recommending that the developers be requested to provide funding to an 
environmental outreach program, focusing on those neighbourhood’s bordering the 
ESL’s and educating the public on their role in it’s sustainability.   

Please review the attached documentation.  The first attachment lists our response to 
the NRSI letter.  The second attachment is a copy of NRSI’s February 9th letter with 
annotations by us with relevant commentary and information pulled from NRSI’s 2016 
EIS.   

And given our concerns, our intention is to share this information with the Region, the 
Ministry, GRCA, and rare to gain additional perspective on the situation. We are also 
interested in sharing this information with Councillors Monteiro and Liggett as they have 
also expressed concerns over buffer zones and the SWM facility at the top of Newman.  

We look forward to your feedback. 

Thank you. 

The NPA   



 
 

 

NPA Response to Natural Resource Solutions Inc February 12th Letter 

We thank NRSI for their response letter to the NPA’s February 2nd recommendations 
regarding Huron Creek Developments proposed residential development within the 
Cambridge West lands.  

To summarize our understanding of the information provided in the NRSI’s response 
letter of February 9th, 2018 and within their 2016 Grandview Hills Stage VI 
Environmental Impact Study (EIS) prepared for Huron Creek Developments, Huron 
Creek Developments’ and/or the landowner: 

• Graded and planted over the Reptile Hibernaculum, a confirmed Significant 
Wildlife Habitat without undertaking any of the recommended mitigation efforts.  
Per the NRSI’s 2016 report and the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources, this 
could lead to high mortality and threaten the population’s persistence.  
 

• Cut down cavity trees which were potential habitat for bat SAR (Species at Risk) 
prior to consulting with the MNRF which was contrary to the detailed 
recommendations within the 2016 EIS which advised of proactive measures 
necessary to “protect bat individuals from death, harm or harassment”.  
Consultation with the MNRF appears to have occurred after the hedgerow 
containing the cavity trees was removed. 
 

• Cut down several specimens that were identified as Species of Conservation 
Concern including the provincially and regionally significant Northern Pin Oak 
and the regionally significant Common Hackberry.  These significant species 
were cut down without following any of the recommendations in the 2016 EIS to 
either transplant and/or collect seeds from the individuals impacted prior to their 
removal.    
 

We would appreciate being advised if any of the above is incorrect. 
 
The justification for these actions was to return the land to agricultural production.   
 
If our timelines are accurate, the first 2 actions listed above were completed following 
NRSI’s 2016 EIS which not only documented these significant features but provided 
detailed recommendations regarding how to sensitively manage their removal.  The 
third action was done following the 2013 Master Environmental Servicing Plan’s 
Ecoplans EIS documenting the significance of hedgerow #3.    
 
After so many years of leaving these features untouched, why was it deemed necessary 
to turn it back to agricultural production without undertaking the recommended 
remediation efforts?  
 



 
 

 

In addition to the negative impacts listed above, it was also noted in our February 2nd 
report that digging and excavating was done inside the dripline and recommended 
buffer zone along the periphery of the Environmentally Sensitive Land (ESL)/Core 
Environmental Feature using heavy equipment.  To expand, this was observed at 
several points including directly adjacent to the Eastern Wood Pewee’s habitat.  The 
Eastern Wood Pewee is also a Species of Conservation Concern and its habitat is a 
confirmed Significant Wildlife Habitat (SWH).  Work was also observed further along the 
border of the ESL beside the Amphibian Breeding SWH and within a few metres of one 
of the documented vernal amphibian breeding pools.  None of the protections listed in 
the 2016 EIS as being required prior to, during or post construction were noted.  No 
restoration work appears to have been initiated.  
 
The above actions are concerning and they lead us to question Huron Creek 
Developments’ and/or the landowner’s commitment to the environmental stewardship 
recommendations within the NRSI’s 2016 EIS as well as their commitment to the 
environmental goals and development guidelines within the Master Environmental 
Servicing Plan both now and in the future.  For ease of reference, we’ve included a 
summary of the MESP’s Natural Heritage goals:   
 
The “Over-arching goal of the Natural Heritage System with the Cambridge MESP is to 
maintain, restore and enhance existing natural heritage features and function, ensuring 

their long-term persistence in the urban landscape.  Generally, this builds upon and 
enhances the existing but somewhat degraded natural features within the study area – 
by buffering, enlarging, enhancing and linking crucial areas”. (p. 35 Cambridge West 

MESP Final Report to Council) 
  
 
We would also like to address an inaccuracy in your letter regarding one of the NPA’s 
recommendations.  You had stated that the NPA recommended re-designing the Storm 
Water Management (SWM) facility within the footprint of the existing pond.  We 
recognize that upgrades to the SWM Facility may not be able to be completed within it’s 
original footprint and did not suggest that.  We did however recommend that any re-
design be done as much as possible in situ, expanding towards Newman Drive to 
accommodate necessary upgrades.   
 
Leaving the SWM facility in its current location and allowing the northern part of the 
property to remain undeveloped, accomplishes several key environmental goals which 
are consistent with the MESP’s over-arching goal to maintain, restore and enhance.  
 
Environmental benefits include but are not limited to:   
 



 
 

 

• Retaining the remaining Butternut Trees which are listed as Endangered Species 
on the Species at Risk in Ontario list. 

• Retaining the remaining cavity tree untouched and available for use by bat 
SAR’s.  

• Maintaining and potentially enhancing the existing wildlife habitat on the north 
end of the subject property.  This section of the property is already recognized 
within the EIS as having the greatest wildlife habitat availability on the subject 
property.  Maintaining this habitat rather than developing that land and replacing 
it in the future with a smaller linkage, optimizes the existing wildlife corridor 
system in the Hogsback ESL and in the larger Blair-Bechtel-Cruickston ESL.   

• Allows time to assess whether or not additional SWH’s not yet confirmed are 
present within that part of the property. 

• Expansion of the planned buffer zone around the Environmentally Sensitive 
Landscape and the 2 Significant Wildlife Habitats found within that ESL.  This 
further protects that landscape from the future risks identified within the EIS and 
MESP Natural Heritage Study. 
 

Given the above concerns over ongoing environmental stewardship, we would like to 
add one more recommendation to the original list proposed in our February 2nd letter.  
 

• That each developer involved in the West Galt development be requested to 
provide funding for an environmental education outreach program to those 
neighbourhood’s bordering the ESL’s.  The aim of the outreach program would 
be to teach the public about the sensitivity of these lands and the important role 
that the public has in their stewardship.  This could be facilitated by appropriate 
local organizations such as the GRCA, rare, schools etc…  If we can build 
empathy, we can create engagement and sustainability. 

 
As well, we would appreciate receiving a copy of the most recent Butternut Health 
Assessment report. 
 
Please review and advise back of concerns or errors in our assumptions. 
 
Thank you, 
 
The NPA 
 

February 26, 2018 

 

 

  



 
 

 

  



 
 

 

 



 
 

 

  



 
 

 



 
 

 

 
  



 
 

 

Attachment 6 - Response to NPA’s concerns from Rob Howe, Goodmans, 
April 25, 2018 

 



 
 

 

 

 

  



 
 

 

 

  



 
 

 

 
  



 
 

 

Attachment 7 –  April 17, 2018 letter from rare 
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